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About This Game
Notice: Requires a Virtual Reality headset and a Gamepad!
Poker Show VR is an entertaining VR poker game featuring classic five card draw poker meets real-life fashion models as
opponents, who tastefully remove clothing when they lose.
The game focuses on real-life experience, and features a dynamic mix of pre-shot panoramic videos of beautiful models and
interactive content.
Poker Show VR is the first poker game which gives you the illusion of reality.
Key Features:

Classic five card draw poker game
3 real-life fashion models as opponents
Achievement system – 18 achievements
Leaderboards
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Social Experience – selfies and text messages from opponents after you beat them
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Title: Poker Show VR
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Kogei
Publisher:
Kogei
Release Date: 30 May, 2017
a09c17d780

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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poker show vr. poker show vr download
Completely unplayable. You get one image a minute a it spends the rest of the time unresponsive. your opponent disappears
(whole room disappears) and it takes dozens of attempts to make any attempts at selections with its clunky interface because it's
always attempting to looooooooaaaaaddddd but never successfully does.
look 5/10 (when you can see it)
interface 2/10 (sometimes worked but awkwardly)
functionality 0/10 just gave me a headache waiting for it to return to the screen. Fun game not bad for 3.99 on sale. Needs DLC.
Dont waster your money!!
This game simply does not work with the htc vive controller. Something as simple as chooseing a card to exchange is
frustratingly impossible. Also, there is no way to re-centre the view so your head hangs strangly well above your body.
Overall it is a cheap looking game... Nice! Too bad there's no DLC for full nudity.. Pretty garbage.
It's strip poker but strip poker you would see on Nickelodeon.
Hardly any nudity (No nudity, 5 seconds for each opponent in underwear)? Fine, maybe they have cool interactive personalities
like in Poker Night at the Inventory!
NOPE.
If they win it plays "generic win A" video if they lose it plays "generic lose A", you will see the exact SAME videos over and
over for these states in the SAME round of poker. They have NO personality, maybe a COMBINED word count of three full
sentences and don't do anything to make actual playing interesting (no tells, no whiffs or bluffs)
Even at the hardest difficulty they (I'm not joking) hide behind their chair when stripping down, walk in front of the chair and
stand for about 5 seconds looking like they just accidentally entered a adult video shoot then walk away and fade away into
nothingness before even leaving your FOV. The videos play out the exact same way in all difficulties and I noticed 0 skill
difference between Easy, Medium and Hard. No cute dancing or teasing or even a wink, they stare then walk away.
It was on sale for like 50 cents so I figured what the heck, right?
It's not even worth half a dollar, I'd have rather invested that money into a candy bar.
Avoid.
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